Instructions for the Paracord Bracelet Craft

Supplies: (provided)
-

8-10 feet of paracord
One 5/8ths inch clip

If you wish to make more bracelets with your own supplies, you would also need:
-

A pair of scissors
A lighter/open flame, to seal the ends of the paracord from fraying
Adult supervision

Instructions:
1. First, we will fold our paracord in half. Find both ends of the paracord and put them
together in one hand, using the other hand to smooth out the paracord so there are no
snarls or knots in it.
2. Unclip the two halves of the clip from each other by pressing in the sides of the clip.
Take one end of the clip (either side is fine) and feed both strands of paracord in through
the opening. Pull the clip down the strands towards the middle of the paracord, until
there is just a small loop of paracord left.

3. Next, we are going to anchor that clip into place with a knot. Take your two long strands
and feed them through the loop we just made on the other side of the clip. Pull the
strands to tighten the knot on the clip.

4. Next, we will get the other half of the clip on our paracord. Just as we did with the first
clip, we are going to feed both strands of paracord through the hole on the clip. Slide the
clip up the paracord until there is approximately 8 inches between the two clips.
5. Now we will try on the bracelet for size. Clip the two clips together around your wrist.
There should be a gap between your wrist and the bracelet, as we will be wrapping the
paracord around the strands making it both thicker and less flexible. Adjust the second
clip until you are happy with the size of your bracelet, then unclip it.

6. We will now get ready to begin knotting. Lay your bracelet out on your work surface. The
first clip we put on (with the knot) should be closest to you. The second clip should be

farther away, and the two long strands of paracord should be arranged so there is one
on either side of the bracelet.
7. Take the strand on the left side and cross it over the two strands in the middle, leaving a
small loop on the left side. Lightly pinch that strand into place so that the loop stays.

8. Take the strand on the right side in hand. Wrap it over the tail of the left strand, around
the back of the two middle strands, and through the loop on the left side.

9. Use the two strands to pull the knot tight. If needed, use your thumbnail to nudge the
knot close to the clip.

10. Now we will repeat the process on the other side. Take your right strand, cross it over
the middle strands, and pinch it in place, leaving a small loop on the right side.

11. Wrap the left paracord over the tail of the right one, around the two middle strands, and
up through the loop on the right side.

12. Using the two strands, pull the second knot tight.

13. You may have noticed that when we finish a knot, there is a line of cord going up and
down on one side or the other of the knot. Since we are alternating sides, that line can
actually be very handy -- whichever side the line is on is the side that we need to start
our knot on next!
14. Continue down the bracelet, alternating which side you start your knot on. Do your best
to pull your knots tight and push them up snugly against the last one, as this makes your
bracelet more sturdy. Keep going until you reach the other clip and cannot fit anymore
knots.

15. Give your last knot an extra-strong pull on the strands to make sure it is tight. Depending
on how long your remaining strands are, you can simply leave them be or trim them
shorter. I opted to trim mine shorter, but I put a small knot on the end so that it would not
fray all the way up the strand.

OPTIONAL STEP -- WITH ADULT SUPERVISION/ASSISTANCE
You can also use an open flame (and adult supervision/assistance!) to re-seal the ends of your
paracord after trimming it down. Trim the strands to your desired length. Then, using a lighter or
other open flame, carefully bring the flame close (¼ to ½ inch) away from the end of the
paracord. Hold it for several seconds. You should see the raw edges and loose strings of the
paracord melt like plastic, fusing the end. Only keep the flame there long enough to melt the end
of the paracord. Immediately pull it away if it catches fire, and put out the flame. Do not touch
the newly-melted end for several minutes, as it will be hot. Be sure to do this in a well-ventilated
area without flammable materials nearby.

